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If your South African business depends on earth moving equipment, things like engine parts are
absolutely essential. One cannot afford downtime, especially when dealing with large projects.
When you need the right part for engines or other systems, timing and quality are of the essence.
This is why you should consider a reputable supplier like TGS.

When searching for the best part supplier, choose a business that is local but also has branch
offices all over the region. This provides everything you need in the shortest amount of time. You
never know when you will have a project that is miles away from your main office.

A good supplier offers an efficient online quote and ordering system. In addition, when you choose a
supplier you are getting much more than the right part. You are getting a complete service. Quality
suppliers employ highly trained sales people. They know and understand the importance of
customer satisfaction and that is their number one priority.

The best part suppliers are reliable and consistent. Make sure to choose a business that has
experience and at least ten years of service. You know that these businesses will be there when
you need them. They are not likely to suddenly disappear, along with your warranty. Also, a
consistent supplier will provide you with the same quality engine parts year in and year out.

A good part supplier understands the value of its employees and provides continuing education.
This gives you the best possible service. Also, make sure that your supplier is BEE compliant.
Reputable businesses will be proud to show you their BEE certificate. In fact, you can download a
BEE certificate from major suppliers like TGS, at their website.

When you choose a quality supplier, you may need more than engine parts. A reputable supplier will
provide you with the right hydraulic system part. In addition, you can find a part for undercarriage
needs and many other uses.

Quality suppliers not only sell the right part but they offer extensive rebuilding services. Some parts
are hard to find and it is easier and cheaper to have them rebuilt to specifications. Your supplier
should have all the necessary machines and equipment for rebuilding. They also should have a
boiler shop so they can supply new components like buckets. The right supplier can completely
rebuild engines, transmissions, transaxles, pumps, and much more. When you have engines rebuilt
you have the right to expect a one thousand hour or one year warranty, also. This is better than
industry standard warranties.

Before you choose a part supplier check all warranties. The best services provide a one thousand
hour or six month warranty on most things you need. This includes heat shields, compressors,
equalizer bars, and pumps.

If your business depends on earth moving machines, you need a part supplier that you can depend
on. When you shop for a supplier, choose a service like TGS in South Africa. They have trained
personnel that will help you find the right engine parts and anything else that you need. They also
provide complete rebuilding services.
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